International scholars at Princeton University are defined in this report as individuals who are in the following positions: Dean of the Faculty teaching or research appointments; staff hires in Human Resources; and employees of the Princeton Plasma Physics Lab. This includes postdocs, professional specialists, research specialists, research physicists, faculty, and other related positions.
2022-2023 INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARS SUMMARY
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

International Scholars 2022-2023 by Focus

- Teaching (89%)
- Research (10%)
- Do Not Know (1%)

International Scholars 2022-2023 by Visa Type

- J, 624
- H1B, 402
- O-1, 12
- TN, 10
- F-1 OPT, 122
- B or Visa Waiver Program, 3
- All Others, 36
- Do Not Know, 1